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Fullstack Java Professional 

(Junior Workforce) Upskilling Program



COMPANY PROFILE
GKK Consultants Sdn Bhd is the irrefutable leader 
of professional training & certifications across the 
ASEAN region.

Established in 2011, GKK has embedded its roots 
across hundreds of companies, including Fortune 
500 companies, government departments, and 
agencies, government-linked corporations as well 
as many of the Top 100 companies on Bursa 
Malaysia.

Its core goal is to enhance the skills & 
capacity of its employees with the aim of 
maximizing their ROI and gaining a 
competitive advantage. GKK offers superior 
training, a more impactful learning experience, 
and highly effective results allowing us to set the 
benchmark as a global training provider



Main objective is to improve the quality, quantity 
and relevance of Bumiputera talents in line 
with the efforts to develop Malaysia towards a 
high-income nation.

Through this program, candidates will have 
an essence of front-end, middleware and back-end 
Java web developer technologies.

Having a solid understanding of Java full 
stack development can greatly improve their 
career prospects, as this skillset is highly in demand.

FULLSTACK JAVA PROFESSIONAL (JUNIOR 
WORKFORCE) UPSKILLING PROGRAM



Age: 23 – 30 years old

Bumiputera

Degree in Computer Science or IT related

CGPA 2.8 and above

Employed in the IT field for no more than 3 years

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA



Free Training: Our comprehensive 22-days training program will equip graduates with the 
skills and knowledge to become a Certified Java Full-Stack Programmer. They will receive 
industry-leading instructions from experienced trainers

Training Allowance: An allowance will be given to participants who successfully complete 
the training.

Dual Global Certifications: Upon completion of the program, participants will receive dual 
certifications from Oracle and CCSD, which are highly recognized and valued in the industry. 

PROGRAM BENEFITS & REQUIREMENTS



Improved Employee Retention and Engagement: Talented professionals are always in high 
demand. By investing in their professional growth through our Java Training Program, you 
demonstrate your commitment to their career advancement and personal development. This 
fosters a sense of loyalty and motivation among your workforce, leading to increased 
employee retention rates and higher levels of engagement. Moreover, offering an allowance 
after the program will reinforce your company's reputation as an employer of choice, 
attracting top talent in the market.

Short-Term & Long-Term Cost-Benefit Analysis: The allowance serves as an incentive to 
attract and retain talented professionals who have acquired in-demand skills through our 
Java Training Program..

Since the training program is fully funded, there is no need for employers to utilize their own 
funds or rely on HRDF Funds to upskill or reskill your employees. The program is completely 
covered.

BENEFITS TO EMPLOYER



CONCLUSION

Our Java Full Stack Training Program is a comprehensive and effective way for your employees 
to develop in-demand skills and increase their efficiency in their performance.

With our curriculum and training, young working professionals are well equipped to succeed in 
the growth of their career as well as the growth of the company.



THANK YOU
Do you have any questions?
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